Learn **Stronger Job Interview Answers** by Conducting & Evaluating Interviews!

**Be Confident Job Interviewer VR Provides:**

- An innovative role-reversal preparation experience
- A variety of interviewing experiences and situations
- Experience asking questions to interviewees
- Experience assessing interviewee answers
- A consistent place to practice and repeat interviewing skills
- A text transcript of each practice interview for review
- A space to overcome nerves and anxiety
- Critical thinking skills associated with assessing answers

**Job Interviewer VR**

Be Confident Job Interviewer VR is an immersive tool that gives students the opportunity to evaluate how job interview questions are answered by virtual humans. Through asking questions and evaluating responses, students can learn what makes a successful answer.

**Benefits**

This role-reversal experience introduces various scenarios and gives students the opportunity to practice using critical thinking skills. It will help to inform their own responses in real-world interviews.

**Delivers**

- 10 Interview sessions per student
- Each session is 20-30 minutes
- A different virtual interviewee for each session
- A set of pre-written questions for each job interview
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